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9 SIT MAN='AL='AN DAT UMM-UNA S I HOW THE ANCESTORS 
ST SF,NCMP=get=NR PO SF,CMP=precede DET GOT THEIR MEAT 

by Juan Baluga 

1. Dat umm=una on tagu 
ST SF.CMP=precede LK person 

nangwa=da si libang si.dat 
SF.CMP:do/make-I,3,PL OBJ notch LOC 

man=talnang on ma=wo=woywoy on bilig 
AJR=highness LK STAT=CONT=extended LK mountain 

si manokma=an=da si.dan paniki 
DET SF,NCMF':catch=NR=II,3,PL OBJ fruit.bat 

onno amin on sissiwit=a man=tat=taod sin 
or all LK bird=LK SF,NCMP=PL=fly TI 

labi. 2. Mam=pa=ligat=da on 
night SF,NCMP=CAUS=difficulty=I,3,PL LK 

mang=gisang sit lap'at dat bilig on 
SF.NCMP=excavate LOC top PO mountain LK 

mangwa si libang 
SF.NCMP:do/make OBJ notch 

3. No ma=gamput dit libang 
COND STAT=finish T notch 

i=lugi=da on mangwa s i 
IF,NCMP=beginning=II,3,PL LK SF,CMP:do/make OBJ 

ama= ' awa si mangala=da si .dan 
like=DET web/net DET SF,NCMP:get=II,3,PL OBJ 

*paniki on mangoy sin libang on 
fruit.bat LK SF.NCMP:go REF notch LK 

in=ingwa=da. 4 .  No ma=gamput dit 
OF,CMP=did/made=II,3,PL COND STAT=finish T 

1. *As for the 
ancestors, they made 
notches in the high, 
extended mountain 
ranges as a means of 
catching paniki bats 
and all kinds of birds 
that fly at night. 
2. *(But) they had 
difficulty in 
excavating the 
mountain ridges to 
make the notches. 

3. When the notch is 
finished, they begin 
to make what is like a 
web for catching the 
bats that go through 
the notch they have 
made. 4 .  When the net 
is finished, they go 
to the notch and they 
spread (it, i.e., the 
net) across the notch. 
which is like an 
entrance. 
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awa imm=oy=da sit iibang ya 
web/net SF,CMP=go=I,3,PL LOC notch CONJ 

b-in-i'yad-da sit libang on 
.spread.out=OF,CMP=__-=II,3,PL LOC notch LK 

ama si *sawang. 
like DET entrance 

5 .  Dat tagu u=uway=on=da=t 
ST person CONT=wait=OF.NCMP=II.3.PL=T 

mangoy=an dat paniki sit libang. 6. Sit 
SF,NCMP:go=NR PO fruit.bat REF notch ST 

pon ma=ila dit awa ad malna=da 
AP STAT=see T web/net SEQ STAT:catch=I,3,PL 

7. Sit awa on oon da t 
ST web/net LK do/make:OF,NCMP NTS 

on no ma=tigyun ma=lat'ob=an da t 
LK COND STAT=move=I.S,SG STAT=k.o.cage=RF T 

amin=a man=tat=taod no labi. 
all=LK SF.NCMP=PL=fly TI night 

8. No mamingsan on labi 
COND SF,NCMP:one.time LK night 

mangala=da si lima onno duwa=m 
SF,NCMP:get=I,3,PL OBJ five or two-LK 

pulu onno odumna ad naid pon 
unit.of.ten or sometimes SUB NEG.EXT AP 

ala=n=da. 9. Dan im=oy 
get=OF,NCMP=II,3,PL ST SF,NCMP=go 

5 .  The people await 
the time when the bats 
go through the notch. 
6. In their swift fly- 
ing (the bats) cannot 
see the net and so are 
caught. 7. In the net 
made by our ancestors 
there was a device. 
which, if tripped. 
would catch anything 
that flies at night. 

8. In one night they 
get five or twenty, or 
sometimes they get 
nothing. 9. As for 
those who go to 
wait for bats at a 
notch, they can get 
three each in a night 
until their backpacks 
are full. 

man='uway si paniki sin libang 
SF,NCMP=wait OHJ fruit.bat LOC notch 
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ma=ala=da=n sin=to=tlu on labi 
STAT=get=II,3,PL=T single=RDP=three LK night 

inggana si ma=pnu nan 
until DET STAT=full T 

10 .  Dan im=oy mal=libang adu dat 
ST SP,NCMP=go SP,NCMP=notch many T 

ma=toy an dida on odas=an da t 
STAT=die DET III,3,PL LK come.upon=RP,NCMP NTS 

a=busul=da on odum=a ili ta 
??=enemy=II,3,PL LK other-LK village CONJ 

tigammu=n dat busul on l=im=abi 
know=* NTS enemy LK III~~~=SF,NCMP=-. 

nanglona no ma=bannug=da ad 
especially COND STAT=weariness=I,3,PL SUB 

na=ulot dit suyop=da. 11. Adu on 
STAT=tight T sleep=1IV3,PL many LK 

man='ugluggud=da si adu dat 
SF,NCMP=narrative=J,3,PL DET many T 

siwat=on=da=' . d i t  bagang=da on 
behead=OF,NCMP=II,3,PL=REF neck=II.3.PL CONJ 

10. As for those who 
went to wait at 
notches. many of them 
died. They were come 
upon by their enemies 
who were from other 
villages, for the 
enemies knew that, 
when night falls. 
(persons) who had gone 
to wait at notches, 
especially when they 
were tired, slept 
soundly. 11. Many of 
them tell stories of 
the numerous ones they 
beheaded while they 
were sleeping. 
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Ethnographic and Linguistic Notes on HOW THE ANCESTORS GOT THEIR MEAT 

1 .  In this text, it is not clear whether Baluga was describing the old-time 
practice of the Guinaang people or that of Kalinga-speaking people 
southeast of Guinaang. We wonder about this because at no time during our 
years in Guinaang were we given bat meat to eat, nor did we see or hear any 
indication that the Guinaang people caught bats. In Madukayang, however, we 
were given bat meat to eat, and notches for catching bats were seen in the 
mountains in the Tanudan and Madukayang areas. Such notches are made on 
mountain ridges. The reason for the notches seems to be that bats, which 
regularly fly over a given mountain. follow the lowest possible path. Thus, 
when a notch has been made, the path the bats follow would lead through it. 
The notches appear to he as wide as they are deep, so that as seen from a 
distance they look like square gaps in the skyline of the ridges. 

2. Apparently, notches were made in different ways. One way, described by 
Baluga, was to excavate (manpeisang) the ridge to form the notch. Another 
way, which we saw on or near Mount Binalatan in 1973 between Dacalan and 
Madukayang, was to cut down trees on the ridge in order to form the notch. 
The notch we saw was as wide as the trees were tall. 

3. paniki. 'fruit hat'. This kind of bat has a body perhaps eight to ten 
inches long. When one is caught, a stick is tied in its mouth and its wings 
are tied. Then it is carried, still alive, back to the home of the one who 
caught it. There it is hung on the wall to await the time when it is to be 
killed and cooked. 

4 .  A notch is likened to a saw6ngtentrance', because it functions as such 
for the bats between one side of the ridge and the other. 




